As digital technology has transformed various aspects of our screen culture over the past few decades, we have been witnessing a disappearing boundary between photographic still images and cinematic moving images. An emerging in-between image has become increasingly prominent in this new image culture, which attempts to negotiate the grey area between stillness and movement. This in-between image, manifest in a variety of formats and media, points to an increasingly solid middle ground between the traditional divisions of still and moving images. This paper builds a conceptual framework for analysing this new type of image and explores both the roots of this emergent category before focusing on its contemporary trajectory as exemplified by the work of Adad Hannah, Hiroshi Sugimoto, Jeff Wall, and James Nares. 
Unfolding the In-between Image
The Emergence of an Incipient Image at the Intersection of Still and Moving Images
Masaki Kondo cinematic images to the present, the objects themselves are missing from both types of images. The objects depicted in the still image exist in the past but they cannot exist in the present as they did at the moment of capture. The objects that emerge in the moving image maintain their existence only in the duration of its virtual continuity from the past through the present to the future but not at any single moment in this temporal continuity.
We can recognize this reciprocality of still and moving images-of their intensive and extensive durations or of their objects of fetish and voyeurism-in Hiroshi Sugimoto's Movie Theaters (1975 Theaters ( -2001 I have been making real-time video-recorded tableaux vivants for the last seven years in an ongoing body of work called Stills. By creating videos that mimic the appearance of a photograph, I can stretch out the privileged moment of photography and expose it in a way that compels viewers to interrogate the boundaries and characteristics that distinguish photography from video or film. While a photograph is the index of a specific moment when the shutter opened for a fraction of second, with the before and after in the video. With this enhanced sense of the pulsation of vitality and energy, we can relive the duration experienced by the young woman and captured in the video.
The vital pulsation revealed in Girl on a Balcony becomes more obvious in the video of
Russian Woman at Home and the corresponding still image of Old Woman Looking out Window.
In both of these images, we see the same elderly woman sitting in a domestic interior. The room has a Persian rug on one wall and a yellow and green checkered blanket in front of it. The woman is sitting on a couch covered by the blanket. In the still image, the camera is facing straight into the rug-covered wall and is sharply focusing on the elderly woman, who is on the right side of the frame. While the vivid colours of the blanket and rug contrast with the tranquil colours of the woman's shirt and skirt, we may pay particular attention to her complexion and imagine the life that she has lived. We may also notice the stuffed animals sitting on top of the couch and against the rug-covered wall. Their existence may lead us to believe that she lives with her grandchildren or that they visit her often. Here, we are experiencing the extending and unfolding of the image's intensity in the unfixed duration of our viewing: a narrative begins to emerge as our imagination works through the image's given context.
While we likely go through a similar interpretative process with the video Russian Woman at Home, we attend to every moment of the duration captured in this work. Here the camera angle shifts to one corner of the room with the rug-covered wall seen in the still image on the left side and the elderly woman is slightly off centre of the frame. Like in Girl on a Balcony, we notice the woman's subtle body movements: posture changes, blinking, and the rise and fall of her chest as she breathes. The more body movements we become aware of, the more we focus on each moment of this imaginarily shared duration with the elderly woman, sensing the pulsation of her body. While watching the duration of her attempt to remain still as a tableau vivant, our sensation starts to synchronize with such duration, leading us to perceive the vital pulsation emerging from it. This condition eventually urges us to immerse ourselves in the shared duration so that we can join her in the same temporal dimension.
Hannah's The Russians series foregrounds our sensitivity to this vital pulsation through an intensified situation of individuals who are trying to remain as still as possible; this sensation of vital pulsation seems to be emerging from a heightened tension in the momentum between the still and the moving. This tension between stillness and movement in this series triggers our desire to reside in the duration captured in them through their relatively uncontrolled natural settings. Hannah achieves all these elements by maintaining the static relationship with the depicted space of the in-between image.
New-York-based artist James Nares, however, shows a different way of approaching the in-between image in Street (2011). Instead of observing models who attempt to remain still as in Hannah's works, this video work by Nares moves around the streets of New York City with a high-speed camera. In a public lecture on Street at the Wadsworth Atheneum, Nares explained that his strong interest in the actuality film inspired this work. 25 In this sense, Nares engages with the rawness of quotidian reality through the moving image from the very beginning, but
Street achieves a stillness within movement through slow motion. In this work, he used a Phantom Flex high-speed camera, which can capture up to 1,455 frames per second at its highest resolution and up to 10,750 frames per second at its lowest resolution. 26 Nares recorded sixteen hours of footage of pedestrians in the streets of Manhattan by using a camera installed on a van that was moving at the speed of thirty to forty miles per hour, but the final sixty-one minute video clip uses only two-and-half minutes of actual time. 27 What particularly attracted Nares to the use of the Phantom Flex camera was its capacity to record for only six seconds at the frame rate that he was using. Agreeing that this limitation of recording capacity led to his heightened sense to street contingency, he states, This focus on vital pulsation and shared temporality is unsurprisingly a common theme in contemporary art beyond the domain of the in-between image. As image-based media have shifted from the analogue to the digital, the digital saturation of contemporary society has immersed us in a life full of digital images. As we continue examining how new technologies are 27 Nares, "Free Lecture."
28 James Nares, "James Nares' Street, with a soundtrack by Thurston Moore, runs at the Wadsworth reshaping our understanding and perception of image-based media arts, including photography and cinema, the existence of the in-between image in this digital age offers a different way of engaging with such images. As Wall attempted to "revolutionize" the modernist aesthetics of image representation and depiction in Western culture from the 1970s onward, the in-between image, exemplified by Hannah's and Nares's works, may disclose our contemporary desire to break away from the image's constructed nature-whether it is mechanical, electronic, or digital-and to immerse ourselves in the experience of each moment in the duration of the present time. In this sense, the sensitivity to vital pulsation and shared duration in the in-between image is disclosing a contemporary desire to return to our experience as the foundation for an understanding and theoretical contemplation of images. Being on the verge of incipient movement and even incipient stillness, a further exploration of the in-between image may yet reveal new perspectives into the nature of our engagement with images in contemporary society.
